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Abstract
Electronic banking has provision networks that replaces and replicated various activities currently executing by the bank. Hence e-banking now plays a
vital role to carry out the individual as well as corporate financial activities
execution. Even e-banking activities based on the internet or virtual private
networks own by the bank, therefore communication channel, distribution
channel and transactions channel must be secure. The research article explores the current trends in the e-banking uprising that has set a goal in the
Pakistani banking sector to provide any easy interface to their customers
which avail the e-banking services without any physical presence in the bank
vicinity. This empirical study was carried out in Pakistan which indicating the
current issues encounter by the e-banking application in various banking industries. The analysis in this paper further reveals that approachability of internet in banking sector makes customer reluctant to access their bank accounts electronically. The usage of e-banking significantly affects the customer trust due to unavailability of cyber security.
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1. Introduction
E-Banking is not something new to Pakistan. The first ever ATM machine was
installed in 1987 in Pakistan. Till late 1990s, the installation and growth rate of
ATM machine were remained low and slow. However, the real growth in ATM
machine and ATM cards issuance were seen in 1999 after establishment of naDOI: 10.4236/jcc.2017.52001 January 25, 2017
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tional switches links and accelerated the issuance of ATM cards with the SBP
(State Bank Pakistan) circular 2002. The issuances of cards for accountholders
were mandatory to every bank and must connect to two ATM links [1]. SBP
played a vital role in the e-banking evolution by providing supporting atmosphere. With determinations of State Bank Pakistan as a supervisor, it covered
way for banks to issue cards to accountholders and provide entrance to bank financial records over ATM machine by integrating the bank with single link or
multiple links. State Bank of Pakistan later directed in 2006 the two networks
must have interconnectivity, which made it conceivable for any account holder
of any bank to take the cash out from any bank across the country via ATM card
[2]. The SBP has introducing new rules to further improvement of the quality of
services rendering by the various banks in Pakistan and make it ensure the account holder services have not be compromised. With the economic growth in
Pakistan the financial activities increased [3] which led to benefits for ATM
networks. The vast number of financial activities by the ATM network also led
to provide innovative solutions to accountholder such as easy, fast, cost effective
and secure ATM links. The various banks in Pakistan offer different services to
their cardholders for example, fund transfer to same and different banks, payment of utility bills by cards and inter banking transaction facilities [4]. This
growth in e-banking will led to introducing the branchless banking concept in
banking sector. The banking sector also introduced various cards for their customers such as Debit card, Credit cards, and Visa cards. Figure 1 shows the total
installed ATM machine, online branches, plastic cards, e-banking transactions
and other kinds of transactions in Pakistan [5]. Due to the integration of internet
services with banking sector many challenges have been raised [6]. This research
paper indicates some of them by conducting the survey. The article consists with
five sections. Section one comprises the introduction of e-banking. Section two
covers the e-technologies and Section three presents the e-transactions. Section
four indicated the challenges in e-banking and finally Section five drew the conclusion.

2. E-Banking Technologies
The banking business has been expressively prone by growth of information
technology. The growing submissions of computerized linkages to banking sec-

Figure 1. E-banking Transaction figure and facts.
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tor compact the charge of operation and amplified the swiftness of deals extensively. The nature of financial mediators made banks advance their invention
tools by concentrating on dissemination of products. In other words, the advancement of banking information technology has been essentially motivated by
variations in scattering networks such as from tele-banking, phone-banking, pc
banking over-the counter (OTC) and automated-teller-machine (ATM), and
most recently internet banking (IB) [7]. The various commercial banking sectors
go through with rapid transformation due to information and communication
services, as the international and national economy grow and spread towards
market and industrial completeness. A main vigor behind these progresses is an
information technology, which breach the industrial, geographical and regulatory barriers and increases the production of innovative services, products, systems oriented business, developing more information, market opportunities and
management processes [8].

3. E-Banking Transactions
In 2011, according to surveys of the Federal Reserve Board’s Division of Consumer and Community Affairs. The FRBD conducted its first Survey of Consumer Use of Mobile for financial transactions. Since that time, the acceptance
of mobile financial facilities has persistent to rise, beside with the variety of facilities offered. Furthermore, the board continued to conduct the surveys annually
to monitor the consumers’ attitudes towards the mobile financial activities [9].
According to survey of the 2014 conducted by GfK, an online consumer research
company, on behalf of the US FRBD (Federal Reserve Board’s Division) and its
shows the statistics of mobile banking and mobile payments. Figure 2 shows the
statistics of mobile banking and mobile payments [9].
According to SBP 2014 and 2015 reports, Pakistan has witnessed a huge flow
in retail banking financial transactions over past decades with ATM cards accounting for 64% of entire E-banking financial transactions. The real time online
banking (RTOB) percentage is 24% by the year of 2014 & 2015, carried out by

Figure 2. Mobile phones banking and mobile phones payments.
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the core banking system. Since the last five years, the E-banking financial transactions witnessed a considerable growth. The volume of e-banking increased by
100% from 235 million to Rs. 247 million. The volume of e-banking further increased by 2010 to 2015 from 22.1 Trillion to Rs.35.8 Trillion [10]. Figure 3 depicts the e-banking composition services in Pakistan.

4. Challenges in E-Banking
The first ever ATM machine was installed in 1987 in Pakistan. However, this article indicated the problems from (2011 to 2016) encounter by ATM machines.
According to research survey by different sources of various banks in Pakistan
revealed the day to day problems faced by their non-technical staff. Figure 4
shows the various problems faced by the non-technical staff of banking sector.

Figure 3. E-banking service composition in Pakistan.

Figure 4. Technological problems in e-banking.
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4.1. Technological Issues
The transfer of financial transactions to the Internet is a certain expansion in the
information technology era. From the last decade, several banks have launched
e-banking over the Internet and specified the necessities of identical marginal
advantages beside marginal overheads, appraising the market productivity and
development along with specific dimensions and sectors. In addition, the commercial banking sector face major encounters on both the supply side and demand side due technological changes. Furthermore, competition related particular with, quality of service and disparity, security of transaction, cost proficiency, and demographic change [11]. Figure 4 shows the technological problems
encounter by various bank by different years.

4.2. ATM Links Network Issues
The progress of financial transactions by technology has been driven by variations in scattering networks as demonstrated by ATM (automated teller machine), Mobile Phone-banking, Pc-banking, Telebanking and most recently internet banking [12] [13]. Due to improper links capacity and connectivity of
ATM links the customers faced various issues for example false reporting about
cash, more cash deduction during transaction, late delivery of cash, links down
and ATM is out of services. Figure 4 shows the different years variation due to
improper ATM links connectivity and links capacity.

4.3. Security Issues
Figure 4 shows the security threats encounter by different bank by different
frequencies during year 2011 to 2016. The main challenge for banking sector is
extensively usage of information technology applications related to e-banking.
Which causes e-security threats, cyber-attacks on customers profile, account hijacking, frauds in terms of data messages, theft customers privacy, get secrecy of
financial transactions.

4.4. Non-Technical Personnel
Another major threat faced by the banking industry was their non-technical staff
and improper training sessions. Mostly the bank sector preferred to appoint
those people who belong to banking education or commerce and business education for execution of banking activities. However due to least knowledge of
information technology the security and privacy of customers have remained
compromised and the cyber-criminals easily targets the non-technical personnel
systems.

5. Conclusion
Most of the financial bank transactions in Pakistan were conducted at the bank
branches in person and manually. The arrival of ICT (information & communication technology) and accessibility of quick and trustworthy internet connec5
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tivity from the last decade have enabled the expansion of e-banking networks in
the country. The faster internet availability provides more facilities to bank customers such as easier cash withdrawal, faster money transfer, web application for
customers and reducing the branches of banks. Beside the advantages, the banking sector also faced the cyber threats due to internet connectivity such as transactions security, privacy of customers’ accounts-threats and banking system security. This research article indicates the essential challenges faced by the banking industry in Pakistan.
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